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Australia Zoo on the beautiful Sunshine Coast, Queensland, is nestled on over 70 acres of natural Australian bushland.
With over one thousand gorgeous native and exotic animals, a line up of interactive animal encounters, an
action-packed 24-hour wildlife hospital and one amazingly adventurous Zoo crew, there is never a dull moment at
Australia Zoo.
If you've ever wanted to hand-feed an Asian Elephant (for FREE!), cuddle a koala, walk alongside a cheeky cheetah,
get up close to a gorgeous lemur, wrap a Burmese Python around your shoulders or waddle with a wombat, then
Australia Zoo is your ultimate destination.
Get your adrenalin pumping when you watch a massive Saltwater Crocodile launch a strike in the 5000 seat
Crocoseum and catch the thrilling free flight birds as they fly right over your head in this amazing stadium.
This is just one of 14 FREE wildlife shows daily! You can also check out our cheeky Asian otters, the cuddly koalas,
snakes, and we can't forget the playful tigers who love to stalk their handlers and go for a swim in the magnificent Tiger
Temple.
If you're up for a hands-on experience, have a go at the Ripper Rhino Encounter, where you'll get to pat and feed a
two-tonne Rhino! Or if something small and fluffy is more your thing, try the Leapin' Lemur or Rascally Red Panda
Encounters for an experience you won't forget.
As well as awesome encounters, Australia Zoo offers a range of tours from two-hour safari tours to exclusive platinum
day tours which is a 5-star package.
Australia Zoo was recently named Major Tourist Attraction at the Queensland Tourism Awards for the third year
running, and was inducted into the Queensland Tourism Hall of Fame!
Check out Australia Zoo for the ultimate wildlife adventure, and remember - Crocs Rule!

